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PROSUMS OF METHOD IN THE DEVELOPME3T OF PROPOSITfONAL 

INVENTORIES IN THE FIELD OF DISASTER RESEkRCfZ 

At present the term "ptopositional inventory" has a wide variety 

of meanings in the behavioral sciences. The term has been used, for 

instance, as a synonym for "annotated bibliography" (Committee, 19531, 

for a "list of references" (Bonjean, 19671, far a "descriptive compen- 

dium" (Allswang and Bova, 1964) and for "psychological tests" (Holtzman, 

1970). A number of scholars (Price, 1968; Williams, circa 1939; Borelson 

and Steiner, 1964) include in the tern discussion and evaluation of the 

propositions as well as definitions 04 the concepts used in them. 

(1971) however, restricts, I think appropriately, the meaning of the 

term to a listing of formal declarative statements of relations between 

two or more variables.' 

they use a propositional format. Thus, for instance, Perry, Gillespie, 

and Miletf (1974), Marsh (1967), Drabek, Haas and Mileti (1975), and 

Kreps and Weller (1974), in contrast to Barton (1969) and Dynes (1970), 

explicitly attempt to generate and integrate propositions in their work 

of synthesis and model building. 

Goode 

Of course, authors differ in the extent to which 

As is generally recognized (Price, 1968: 10-11; Zetterberg, 1965) 

the conceptual and methodological difficulties involved in constructing 

propositions and propositional inventories are many. 

to make explicit these difficulties and to offer tentative solutions to 

This paper attempts 

some of them. Hopefully, others will in the future modify, amend, correct, 

and otherwise improve on what is offered here, 

It is useful to think of this problem in terms of two dimensions: 

on the one hand, the analytical characteristics of the propasitions as 



formal causal declarative statements of rclaeions betmen two or more 

variables; on the other, the substantivc, contextual or referential 

characteristics oE the propositions. 

sions that the res2 of the discussion is structured. 

It is in terms of these two dimen- 

I. Analytical Characteristics of Propositions 

A. !%at Is A Proposition: Rules For Exclusioc 

Goode (1971: xxiv-xxvi) has ozfercd five rules of exclusion in 

the construction of a propositional inventory. In his view, asserttiom 

are to be excluded which are: 

I.. Definiticns, in uhich an association is stated betmen var- 

iables but the definition of one of the. vsi-iables includes the other, 

e,g., "the greater the extent of the disaster impact, the greater the 

demand on disaster-relevant organiza.tions. It  

fram the disaster 1Ftcr3tux-e come readily to mind in which the associ- 

ation between the variables is asserted to exist due to the definition 

of one (or of both) variables. Parenthetically, of course, this points 

to the need, first, for clear definitional referents and definitional 

limits to the coiicepes which will be eventually used in tSe inventory 

and, second, for uniform training of coders and researchers so that 

everyone will agree on the application of the central concepts. 

A nun'iler of other examples 

2. Description, in which it is stated "that all X's do Y's," 

e.&., "disasters cause evacuations." In this case, there arc CICI associ- 

atiotls between variables, and such statements are too general and am- 

biguous to be of much help. 

3. Rhetorics, in which the association is left unspecified, or 

tbm-tailed asserttoas are made even a.Etei: the study is slrpposedly corn- 

gleted, e.ge, "planning for disaster has effects on organizational 
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autonomy." 

the risk of error constitutss a ground. for exclusion. 

as "iirVQlVed with," "reflection of ~ 'I or "related to" (Gcode, 1971: 

must be guarded agehst by the coders, as must the nosions oE "many," 

"often, " "sometimes and ' b n  occasion,'' These phrases constitute 

warning signals that fne author nay be tryiilg to ;t:Totect his neck by 

saying very little or nothine. 

In Goode's terms, this avoidance by sccial scier,ciists of 

Phrases such 

xxiv) 

4. Specificity in Levels $J-?c1evane: Analysis. Here Gcode is 

painting out that there are muleiplc valid analytical frarses of refer- 

ence for studying anything (Goode, 1971: xxiv) . The clearest example 
that c~mc3s to mind ir? this instance is I;he distinction betveen indi- 

vidual and organizational, cor.munlty, or national approaches to the 

study of crisis QT disaster. 

that exists ta specify prior to the co:qilat.ion of thc inventory :+7har 

analytical level one is using and then to spcciEy what analytical dl- 

xensions in it are to be noted. This, of course, is relntcd to point 

A above. WhaC is needed, if an organizational frame of K~%.EIIC~ is 

adopted, is the determination of the characteristics and analytical 

dimensions of organizations which are to be studied or _noted by the coders 

LE the construction of tho inventory. 

effectiveness, autonomy, comnunication, decision-m;.king, a d  complexity 

0% bureaucratic st~ucture. Then, vh2nevzr an association between vari- 

ables in a crisis or disaster context is noted that refers to other 

analytkal dimensions which have been zxcluded by prior agreement, the 

assertion io thus excluded on those E;eae grounds. 

of organizational behavior in crisis, neurozic respcnses of indi- 

viduals and t b l r  particular problems, as long as they do not effccr. the 

lmplicd in this discussion is the nee6 

Examples arc organizational 

Thus, in an analysis 
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' dimensions of interest, should be autornatically excluded from the in- 

ventory. This will be the case even if such individual behavior takes 

place wdthin the organization (L.e., anong the personnel). In short, 

what level of analysis one is Snterented in, and what analytical di- 

mensions of it one trill note, must be escablished prilor to the COR- 

strcction of the fnventory so that the exclusion of otherwise valuable 

disaster literature could becorre relatively unproblematic. 

::ray of thinking about this probLen see Gurney's ideas in foornote 2 of 

this paper. ) 

(For another 

5. Nationali5;L. Here Goode (1971: xxiv-xxv) is getting at the 

need to exclude asserk-ions which are narrowly constrained in time grin 

space. 

past in the Sield of disaster research, this exclusionary rule most 

probably cannot be applied. 

developed so that the user of the inventory could determine, at a glance, 

the generalizability of given propositions. For example, if one hzs 

adopted an organizational referent, one should specify the number and 

types of organizations for which the generalization t7as originally in- 

tended. 

ality" the concept of "organizational referent" (either one OK multlgle 

organizaeions). 

OA contextual characteristics, Goode's decision to igaorc in his work 

on the fanily literature, the ussue of whether or not an actual corre- 

lation coefficient was calculated (Goode, 1971: xxv) is, wirhout ques- 

tion 

has been, in the mairr, innored. l*Iore0~7er, his unwillinsness to pass on 

Due to the case-study emphasis which has predominated in the 

Xowever: perhaps a coding system could be 

Thus, it is possible to substitute for Goode's notion of "nation- 

This problem is more fully discussed in the next section, 

appropriate to rke field of disaster rcse&rch, where such piactice 



the validity of propositions is likewise excellently explicated by 

him and in my vieti should be adopted (Goodc, 1371: xxvi; but sea 

Berelson and Steiner, 1964: 5-6). 

The full sources of the propositions should be included in the in- 

ventory, It is true that once extracted and adited, >:he propositions 

may bear little resemblaoce to the jdeas of fheir zithor. Howover, 

both in terns of letting others j u d g  one's otin t ~ ~ r k  on deriving prop- 

sitions from the literature, and as a more useful guide to the litera- 

ture, such citations pc? needed. 

B. Linkages of Bropositiom 

Zetterberg (3.965: 69-74) has offerre? five varieties of linkages 

bettieen variables. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Beversible: 

Irreversible: 

Dzterninistic: 

Stochastic : 

Sequential: 

Coextensive: 

Suf€icicnt: 

Contingent: 

Nccessary : 

Substitutable: 

if I: then '2'; and if Y then 2: 

i.2 1: then Y; but if Y then EO dctezmi- 
nEtlon of X 

if X then alvays H 

5.f X then probably Y 

if X Lhen later Q 

if 'x then also Y 

if X then Y, regardless of anything else 

if X then Y, but only if Z 

iE X, and only if X, then Y 

if X then P; but if Z then also Y 

MOW, if ae agrea p.iat $or all intents and purpcses this linkage sys- 

tem 2etterberg p ~ o p o s ? ~ ~  i_s all- inclusive, Lhcn the propositions could 

themselves be coded in t e r m  of these linkage classificattons. 

the authors of the material to be analyzed and included in the inventory 

Of course, 



probably did not often think it terms of these functional relational 

linkages betwen variables, so that here again we are imposing our own 

conceptual frame of reference onto the material. I feel, however, that 

this system shoufd be used to make sense or" the diverse Gtyles o€ writing 

which one will surely face and to nah usins the inventory rciatively 

easy because of 2ts uniformity. 

t7hO roFl.1 work in the development of the iilveatjory sliauld be ;rained in 

this system of linkages so that they will make sense of the materid in 

terms of the system, $.e,, rse it as an ordering device. 

There is a pro32en for which 1 can find no acceptable answer so far. 

This is the pro'iilet'r of pmflinology. Ln ocher wor.' 2 ;  Giffcrcnt terms tiill 

be found to refer to i-l n s m e  tthing, But at other times these very terms 

still refer IC0 differenr things. I"ioreover, as Price indicates (1968: II), 

terms often refer to different unii.: of nadysis (e.@., groups, indivi- 

duals, ideas shared by a group), Moreover, "some terns would be specific; 

others would be znalptical; and anzlytical tenns would vary in their 

Level of generality (some very general anelytical terms include the 

reality referred to By less general znalytical terms)." Perhaps the 

eventual B ~ I S ~ J C ~  would be to design a coding protocol in which the terns 

(or at least B majority of the most important terns) would be defined a 
priori. T m s ,  whenever an empirical referent vas tapped, regardless of 

what it was call.ed, the coder could determine it and thrrs achieve control 

o w r  this baffling labeling svversit:?r. 

In short: 1 am ar8rtj-n:: that the coders 

Should the propositions be cxp1ici"Ly stated in the literature before 

th2y 4rc included in the inventsory? Gbviously, in terms of what has been 

szid previously in ehts ~ q z r ,  thPs should not: be the case since we are 

using our o m  "frame 0% reference" OF analytical tool to dissccc the 



material in the monographs. 

while, a number of propositions will be found on these materials which 

totally escaped the original inveseigator(s). 

the work go unexploiced would be unfortunate, in my opinion. 

Thus, hopefully, if our system is worth- 

To let: this pay-off of 

I have deliberately ignored so far the probLem of the cairsal model 

to be used in the inventory. Blalock mentions that one can have (A) an 

inventory of causes (independent variables), or (B) an inventory of: 

effects (dependent variables), or (C) both. 

Y 

x 

C. 

The problem, however, is that models A and B ignore the relation- 

ship between the independent variables and assume they all have inde- 

pendent, direct, causal paths to Y. In short, the problem is cxeedingly 

complex because oE its importance to tho construction of the inventory. 

Some solution to it nust be found. Should the builders of the DRC in- 

ventory simply note statements, as In Models A and R above, in the li- 

terature of disaster research to be inventoried, ar 6hOUld they also 

concern themselves wPth intervening independent variables? 
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C. Format of Propositions 

1. Preliminary Notations 

a. Time: t : Unspecified 

t1: Fast 

t2: Ivkdium 

t3 : Slow 

4: 
Very slow t 

b. Variables : 

c. Typologies: 

Lx. Y?. The independent variable 

Y: The dependent variable 

T. I J  . The conditional variable 

Composed of cells or types A, 6, 
C , D . .  . 

d. Contir,uous Arcount 
Increase 

"* Decrease 

-tL . 

of Chawre: + . 

An increase or decrease ..* 

e. Discrete Amount 
of Channe: E: Presence 

A: Absence 

(,EL): Presence or Absence 
f A 3  

: Eo determination (or infinity) 

P : Specified probability level 

Assuralng that the end result of a propositional inventory in the 

field of disaster research is to facilitake the eventual construction 

oE theory,3 it is necessary to cast propositions in a foxraat which can 

be easily translated into rrlathematical language, 

implicit in the very relation between theory and research IJIerton espouses. 

This, of course, is 



2. Summary Formats of Propositions 

Sufficient Linkage Propositions 

Vith a T~poloap 

duce (cause at t 

Contingent Linkage Propositions 

c. Except where there is a(n) 1:;; (Ejj of 2 at t, 
L.. (A>, 

of X will produce (cause) at E 
a(n) !(-I Or (A)-\ 

a{n) or tz; of Y. 

.I 

With a Ty~oLogy 

d. Except where there is a(n) 
.1 - *  

will produce (cause) at t a(n) 1:; Or (A),! (E)q of Y of 
(type a. 

Necessary Linkage Propositions 

?+) (E){ 
e. Only a(n) Or (A)/ of X will produce (cause) 
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With a Typology 

Substitutable Linkage Propositions 

of X2, or ... X3...X will produce (cause) at t a(n) n 
-. E:; Or (A)! of Y. 

2 

with a TypoLogy 

(3-1 (j$ o€ Y 
(-1 (A)! tiill produce (cause) at t a(n) 

.. 

of (type B). 

Sequential Linkage Propositions4 

R') or of X will produce (cause) at t4 {(-I ("9 i. A(n) 
-_ 

Vith a Tyvoloay 

(tYiF@ a. 
Coextensive Linkage Propo,, e+ kions 

k. Same as i. above, except at tl (or t2) 

tJith a typology 

1. Same as j. above, except at tf (or tz) 
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Reversible Linkage Propositions 

roduce (cause) at t 

and vice versa. 

frreversible Linkage Propositions 

B means p oE X. 

With a TYRO~ORY 

of X of (type A). 

Deterministic Linkage Propositions 

q. A(n) !&-I ' os: (Eji of X will always> produce (cause) I_(.> (q 
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With a TyD,olop;y 
I --.. 

r. A(n) 1“) or of X of (type A) will always 
I,<-) (A$ 

(type B) 

Stochastiz Linkage Propositions 

Fj+) (Bq of X will produce (cause) at (A>. s. A(n) I(-) 01: 
-, -. 

With a Typology 

t* A(n1 I(-) (+) Or ‘Ex (A)/ of X of (type A) will produce, 
.-.. .- 

As is apparent from these twenty summary statements, the total nmber 

of combinations, i.e., the total number of different types of proposi- 

tions, which can be thought of using these criteria is quite large. 

11. Contextual or Referential Characceristics 

A. Criteria for Selecting the Literature to Be Inventoried 

The literature to be included in the prspositional inventory 

should be selected in terns of a clearly speciEied set of criteria. As 

implied in the anterior coments, if the level is organizational, a 

sizable mount of the literature dealing with individual reactions to 

crises or disasters will be thus automatically excluded. Moreover, and 

admittedly partly arbitrarily, tapes and transcripts now at DRC which 
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have not been analyzed should also be excluded. 

practical limitations to any intellectual work. 

ventory is intended to generate new knowledge by making easily access- 

ible to researchers, and by presenthg in an intelligible and compar- 

able format, the findings of the body of existing literature to which 

the inventory refers. A propositional inveneory is not, hotJever, in- 

tended also to analyze new bodies of data. 

generate a much greater number of demands than could be handled by the 

DRC staff at: the presenr tine. In short, I am arguing that a division 

of labor applies in this context. 

available in the literature. 

literature simply because a wealth of undigested although valuable 

data exists at DRC. 

Frankly, there are 

A propositional in- 

This would, in my view, 

The inventory should present materials 

It should not add new monozraphs to this 

Hore specifically to the present efforts, macerial in the liter- 

ature should be included which meets the fo2lowing criteria: 

1. The material should deal with organizations in a crisis 

or disaster event. 

The reports should be of sufficient length to include in- 

formation on the various characteristLcs and analytical 

dimensions of organizations which are to be studied and 

noted by the coders (see point 4, page 3). OX" course, 

~t this time 1 do not knot7 what these analytical dimen- 

sions ai1l be. HOWVCZ, perhaps a minimum quota of in- 

formation can be agreed upon so that nonographs not ful- 

filling it can be efiniinated on rational and uniform 

grounds. 

2, 
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3, The reposts cx studies should present or be based nostly 

on pril.it.nry sources (Price, 1366: 7). This rule ??ill ex- 

c h d e  ix.cl;t textbooks about drsaster. In short: textbooks 

by thn& very nature ceed to summarize information in 

~anographs, and most often they do not: present riew infor- 

nation (or primary material) ofz organizational reactions 

to disaster nn6 crisis. (Textbooks, however, sre excellent 

guides to bibliographies and should be used in this sense.) 

Of coxrso, t7henever tex%book interpretations of existing 

empir-ical material 2n monographic form constitute, in their 

o m  right, additions to kacvlsdge, or whenever textbooks 

present primary scxirce material, they should be included 

in an lwentory. 

determination nzust b:, made of tbe validLt:y of this issue 

Whatever the case may be, 1 think a 

prior to the actual doing of she inventory. 

The aalerial to be included in the iaventory mist deal with 

organFz,,w relevant to the cr-isin or disaster. 

a typolo~y of organizations accepted a priori as relevant 

to disaster and crisis resenzch must be established before 

doing the inventory and used as an ordering device by the 

coders. Perhaps Quarantelli cnd Dynes ' four-fold typology 
is all that is needed. 

have developed elsewhere nay bo of use in this instance. 

The point is that usually the term "organization" implies 

an adrninistrativ2 unie uith a full-time staff and a his- 

tory -" i.e., existing prior to the disaster event. 

4. 

In short, 

Or a more elaborate typology 1 



These criteria to define organization perhaps are not 

appropriate in the present context since they would ex- 

clude emergent groups and perhaps even semi-voluntary 

group entities like the Red Cross. 

be, this problem must be resolved for an obvious reason, 

A typology is needed because it will help us in determi- 

ning the universe of organizations to which the proposi- 

tions apply. In short, we can, using a typology of or- 

ganizations, construct an analytical universe of organi- 

zations. 

ence to it, so that at the 2nd of the effort we will be 

able to determine the organizational universe represeritcd 

by the propositions. 

some types of organiLations -- i.e., emergent, have not 

received much attention at al? in the disaster research 

liter,-..r.;,e, Thus, the proposittom' inventory should 

reflec. ihis fact anci acknowledge le. This is a clear 

instance in which the iavzntory could perform the ser- 

vice of pointing oue hiatuses in present research work. 

tlhatever the case may 

The propositions can then be developed in refer- 

It is my experience €Tom ARPA that 

The problem of choosing the typology of organizations 

to use in this instance is very complex. There may be 

very few logical grounds to include emergent groups in 

the same faGily of organizations to which a police de- 

partment belongs. 
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5. We know the importancn, of different types of crisis -- 
i.e., consensus and disensus types. Should the inventory 

include the latter? 

cluded. 

In my view, this type should be z- 
The differences between the two are so marlred, 

and the exogenous variables impinging on organizational 

responses to the two are so different that little could 

be accomplished by puetirzg the ttm together. 

course, is another matter that: needs eventual determi- 

nation, althoingh I strongly feel that exclusLon is the 

better alternative. 

The literature to be included in the inventory must con- 

This of 

6. 

form to the scientific method. In short, L feel that 

DRC must make explicit its evaluation schema of disas- 

ter research literature. Even though there is no such 

absolute as the "scientific method" (Xaplan, 1964: 27), 

to which all subspecialities in sociology rigidly conform, 

nevertheless, at any given point in the history of the 

growth of a subspecialty certain general rules are applied 

to detemine if a piece of work adheres to "the accepted 

ways of uoing things in the specialty." This is quite 

apart from the problsn of what constitutes valuable 

findings which, ss Goodn mentioned, is an unsolvable 

problem at present. Rather, I am insisting that some ex- 

plicit rules be developed which will exclude from the in- 

ventory those works whlch offer mere hypotheses, concepts, 

ideas, and insights d€vorced from data that have been col- 

lected and analyzed according to the "accepted ways of 



7. 

doing things in the specialty." In short, a aay of 

getting at: evidence must form the basis for this ex-. 

clusionary rule. Admittedly, I do not know what this 

evidential rule is, but nevertheless such criteria mbst 

be developed prior Co the construction of the ii>ventory. 

Methodological works in the field of disaster research 

will be tsxcixled from the inventory, Xn short, the pur- 

pose of an inventory is to "ssLect, condense, organlee 

and translate (Berelson and Steiner, 1964: 5)'' the sub- 

stantive findings in thc field of disaster research. 

However valid on other grotrrlds, rnetbodological treatments 

do not add knowledge of this sort, 

B. Actual Book Framework of the Inventory 

The physical arrangement and grouplng of the propositions in 

a baok-l~n~~~.,nono~;rapb, which will 5e the ..ad result of this project, 

should reflect w h ~ t  DEX persc inel t:"d.nk ape the imporeani dimensions 

of n disanr-cr, Perhap3, following %Ilace (1956: 18-l99), the prepositions 

should be structured around the t€rne-space coordinates of the disaster 

or crisis event. 

oE the unfolding event have important effects on the findings and rec- 

ommendations of the work extant in the field, and that the validity 

of such generafiza:ion? may vary widely ;In accordxxz with the stage 

and place to which oize re?ers, then it fs incumbent on a builder of a 

Indeed, if we agree that the processual dimensions 

propositional €nventory in %in fi.eld to note and specify, for each of 

his propositions, their time aizd space referents. By time, I mean the 

stage of the disaster event to which the propositions ap;;ly, i.e., 



threat, warntng, impact, inventory, rescue, remedy, racovery..,('iJallace, 

1956: By place, I mean the spatial relation of the organization(s) 

vis-a-vis Chc disaster impact area. 

fringe, filter, comunity, or outside-aid geographical area? Of course, 

Stallings (1971) has noted the importance of the physical disLributlon 

of organizations (concentrated, expanded, ete.) and this should also be 

incorporated into the eypoiogy of organfzstkons to be constructed. 

19). 

Ls the organization in the total, 

In the same fssbkon, the framework used to present the inventory 

should somehov reflect the characteristics of the disaster event. Dis* 

aster events can be distinguished by their predictability, controlla- 

bility, erequency, speed of onset, intensity and scope (Dynes, 1970; 

Kreps and IJelker, 1974). These characteristics have important conse- 

quences for organizaeional responses, which will be reflected in the 

monographic findhgs on which the inventory is based. GJe should find 

a system for ordering the propositions in the inventory, i6ea, an In- 

dexing or classification, which will group the propositions in respect 

to rb.e disaster or ci'isis characteristics. 

do not know what this framework will be, although 1 believe one is 

needed . 
C. 

At this point, bowever, I 

Hcchanics of Building an Inventory 

I have in mind here a system oE operations which will allow 

DRC effective s u ~ e r v Z 2 ; ~ ~  of the personnel chaigt 9 with the construc- 

tion of propositions, By egfective supervision, 1 mean essentially a 

system whLch will make it passible to e n m m  the reliability and va- 

lidiry of the work of each pereon Fcvolved in the project, while 

allowing tha use af scarce resources at Lacrensiagly moie difficult 

levels of operations. Xn short, to go about: systematically analyzing 



a body of literature and producing propositions from it is a very 

demanding task for acyane, 

it up into littln pLccas and if wc provide a system whereby autornacic 

The task can be made ?aster if we break 

feedback -- quality control. -- ex2sts. 5 

Froposed Systnm 02 Operation 

I assume that advanced undergraduates and first-year graduate 

students wLk1 provide most ?f the l.&or force for the project and that 

a task force of advanced graduate s~udents and research associates wLl1 

supervise their work as well as do t h e i ~  share of the work. The very 

first tiiing to do tfd.1 be to train the personnel to use the coding in- 

struments to which I have referred Zhrcughout this papcr, Once this 

peculiarities should be used as exercise material. Wide discussion of 

?he problems the) gre~ent for analysis and the ccteria invoked to re- 

soivc thee;e should 2.3 place amorg the personnls-. Once these p m -  

liminaries are completed, the actual work will begin. 

Special forms should be constructed €or the full citation of tho 

materlal tnvenroricd; the forms should provide ample space, so that 

documentatioG of the proposition eztPacted by the worhr can. be recorded 

by him. Of course: the proponitions vfiJ.1 be at a low level of ab- 

straction, 5.f not even enipirlca!. generalizations at times, so that no 

illusion of theory construction should be entertained at this stage, 

Th: 2, it: would in principle unproblematic to follow the smaLl in- 

ferenttal jumps made by the worker i2 he included, besides the propcj- 

sition, the z.stuaJ. page number and rscording of parts of the original 



material which were the foundation tor the propositba itself, As 

implied so Far, these forms would then be read by More astute analy- 

sts, and, at least during the training period, they should be read by 

him or her in conjunction with the original material. 

st should attempt to determine two things from this reading: 

has the "less astute" analyst ignored information in the original ma- 

terial which is nevertheless relevant to DRC in terms of the agreed- 

upon coding schemes? 

sition by the "less astute" analyst exist in the original macerial? 

Would anyone else build the same propositions from the same material 

which the "less astute" analyst noted? 

problem of intercoder reliability, 

The astute analy- 

Pkst, 

Second, does the information made into a propo- 

ThLs, of course, is the old 

Conclusfon 

Clearly, the propositional inventory fs a scientific construct. 

ft does not consist of a mere listing o€ propositions unguided by pre- 

vious methodological .;Greement, however valid and useful these "pri- 

mitive" propositions may be, 

considerations. 

explicit their frame of reference, which will inevitably exclude a 

great many things. In the present context, my view is that a great 

deal of what passes as disaster research literature, e.g., the work 

of Barkun (1974), will be excluded. Either the definition of "dis- 

aster" (or the lack of such a definLtLon), which this genre of li- 

terature espouses, conflicts with the definition of disaster DRC uses, 

or else its level of analysis, e,g,, societal, is not: of intescest Fn 

the present context. 

spective is needed. 

A few things stand out from the previous 

The builders of a propositional hventory must make 

In short, a candid, frank, unapologetic per- 
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1. Of course, other authors prescind from the term, and offer terms 

like "surveys" and "annotated bibliographies" (Carter, 1972; Rayner, 

1957; Fritz, et al. 1959; Lemons 1957; Vallace, 1956) or 'kche- 

matic analyses" of disaster and stress situations (Pa'lmer, 3.963). 

2. In *Conduct of Inquiry, Abraham Iceplan presents three criteria 
to be used when analyzing the concents of a scientific law (pages 

94-96), Since a law is a type or' proposition, utilizing Kaplan's 

scheme will provide no difficulty for our puxposes. 

three criteria are field, range, and scope. 

Kaplan's 

The field represents the universe of discourse. It iden- 

tifies the locus of the problem. 

sis. In delimiting the propositional field, one delineates all 

the X's to which the proposition applies. 

field zets us in to the ballpark. 

It defines the units of analy- 

In other words, the 

The range represents a 2urthem: specification. It defines 

the specific units that fall within the attribute space of the 

field. For example, the field of a proposition may be complex 

organizations to which the proposition refers, e.g., medical 

institucions . 
The scope delimits the substance of the proposition. It: 

represents a11 the properties or relations which the investigator 

nay want to stu637 which meaningfully fall v7ithin the range. The 

scope will tell us what is the substance of the field of complex 

of the field of complex organizations with a range of medical 
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institutions which the proposition identifies, e.g., emergency 

medical services, 

The trichotoiq- of field, range, and scope preferred over the 

dichotomy of macrs and micro because the latcsr does not specify 

cancent. Field, range, and scope allow one to analyze the content: 

of the proposition, It is the opinion of the author that to spe- 

cify a proposition, one must take the content into consideration. 

{This footnote w m  written by Patrick Gurney and is included here 

with his permission.) 

3. A theory is a %System of organized generalizations -- often des- 
ignated as propositions, 01: principles of laws -- (the propositions) 
need to be integrated into overall princfples or laws, known COX- 

lectively as "Lheory. Theory, in other words, is the accumulation 

of interrelated propositions derived from research {Christensen, 

1969: 298-210)." For further discussion of the meanings of 

theory, see 3rOs;Jn (1972: 165-193). 

4. I have Lnchded t k s e  sequentid and c o a x t e o + ~ ~  linkage proposi- 

tions eo illustrate Zetterberg's m e n d  of thoug!.le. Eowever, note 

that in these two linkage types, his schema makes particular 

what Blal-ock later converted into an essential analytical element, 

ncmely & armens= of time. 
schema of linkages does not face squarely the problem of causality_ 

in social science ~esearch. 

the well Iwior~n philosophical problems vith the concept of causal- 

ity, Blalock's notions arc more us~ful. In short, lnodel building 

neceesftaees causal reasoning- However, such reasmirig presupposes 

~oraover, iz seems as if Zetterberg's 

In this sense, ignoring for the mement 
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the ability to accept ambiguity on the part of the social scien- 

tist. In my opinion, it is best at the present time to ignore 

the philosophical niceties of the concept and insist on its prag- 

matic pay-of fs. 

5. Joseph E, Vright initially proposed this notion of qualiCy control 

during task force meetings. 

6. Sorokin comments on Berelson and Steiner's, Human Behavior: An 

Inventory of Scientific Findings: 

1s .,.at least 90 percent (of thei,r propositions) are really 
truisives, platitudes, discoveries made long ago by phil- 
osophers . rather than By "behavioral sciences"; a large 
portion of these "findings" represent disguised methodo- 
logical, philosophical and speculative propositions 
which can hardly be called scientific empirical dis- 
coveries". .. p. 035, footnote 4. (Sorokin, Pterinu A. 
Sociology Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow. American 
Sociolsgical Review. December 1965, Vol. 30, #6, 
pages 833-843 .) 

This comment by Sorokin stresses the point that one of the most 

important eXemeata of an inventory is the selection process involved 

in choosing the zj~propriate literature to be Ewentories. An inven- 

tory must deal wit% empirical research -- not with philosoDhx or 
mere oofnion -- Faat are empirical research findings? -- findings 
in accordance to the scientific niethocl? -- involving, observations 
controlled by the method? 

What about informed and expert opinion? Is Tt empirical, 

data?  hat is the nature of acceptable knowledge in this instance? 
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